Kansas State Education Standards

History, Civics-Government, Economics, Geography

High School
Kansas-embedded History standard benchmark 2 #4 – Kansas aviation in WWI/II
U.S. History standard benchmark 1 #6-#11 – impact of WWI
U.S. History standard benchmark 2 #5-#8 (triangle) – WWII and the homefront
World History standard benchmark 1 #1-#3; #6 (triangle) – European age of exploration
World History standard benchmark 3 #1, #4 – WWII consequences

8th Grade
History standard benchmark 1 #2-#7 (triangle X 2) – development of the U.S.
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#9 (triangle X 3) – civil war
History standard benchmark 3 #1-#7 (triangle) – development of the west

7th Grade
History standard benchmark 1 #1-#5 (triangle) – colonization and the Indians
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#6 (triangle) – “Bleeding KS”
History standard benchmark 3 #1-#7 (triangle X 2) – development of KS

6th Grade
Civ-Gov’t standard benchmark 1 #1 – concepts of civilization and law & order
Civ-Gov’t standard benchmark 4 #1 (triangle) – ancient civ. Athens v. Sparta
Civ-Gov’t standard benchmark 5 #1 (triangle) – government systems
Economics standard benchmark 1 #1-#2 (triangle) – limited resources (Nile)
Economics standard benchmark 3 #1-#2 (triangle) – trade (Greece)
Geography standard benchmark 1 #2-#3 – world populations
Geography standard benchmark 2 #2-#4 (triangle) – ancient civ. places & regions
Geography standard benchmark 4 #2 (triangle) – ancient civ. human systems
Geography standard benchmark 5 #1-#4 (triangle) – ancient civ. humans & environment
History standard benchmark 1 #1-#3 (triangle) – ancient civ. Neolithic agric. & religion
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#9 (triangle X 2) – ancient civ.
History standard benchmark 3 #1-#6 – precolumbia, Byzantine, medieval Europe

5th Grade
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 2 – declaration & founding fathers
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 3 – preamble & 3 branches of government
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 4 – rights and privileges
History standard benchmark 1 #1-#4 (triangle X2) – Europeans v. Indians
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#7 (triangle) – American revolution
History standard benchmark 3 #1-#8 (triangle X2) – American revolution
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